
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 10

Aquick overview of basic set theory. Sets A al B are called

equinumerous if Ibijection AB. We demote this by
A =B. We write ACB if5injection f:AcsBal
we write AIB ifthere is a subjection f: A-seB.

Exagles, Hilbert hotel. IN=NN by not n+1,

10,B =C0,1) F: (0,17-C0,R -

co". xi(itwise
(a,b) =(c,d). f:(a,b) - (c,d)

7 x +(x-a) +c

!
1R =(a,b) =(0,1) f:(- 1,1) + IR
HW verify that this is xis 1.

a bijection.
1 - (x|



x
Proposition. For sets A, B, Ax B*=B -e A.
Proof, e, f:AcsB, fix aEA al define

g: B - Aby b + I d if b =f(a) for sore atA

L
B as otherwise

A ·
Es

de g
f(A)

L=. :A. By the Axion of Choice, there is
B a function 2:P(B) ([03-B
(a) s A B' + b =B'.

- Define

g:A=B(a))~"fall
-

Det. Aset is called finite ifit isexcinumerous to a natural

number (where we brink of WAIN as the set n ==30,1,..,n-13):
Otherwise, we say it

it is infinite. n <m

Wet. A set is called Bedekind infinite if it is equizemerous
withits proper subset. Otherwise me call it Dedebind

finte.



Prop (Pigeonhole Principle).
Finite webs are Bedekind finite. In fact, if was m
then n = m,for all n,mEIN.

Preof. We the induction on me. If me is 0=0, Han if

nED, then i a fnction n->m, has n=0.
For thestep, suppose the statement is true her me al

prove it for met. If mef(0, ...,n-13), then
- f =n =m=

=(0,...,m -13,so
h E-m by induction n =m.I=s -: Ym+1 Otherwise, at .........um* &

id........ I

n-fWe changeReaction.Ire
by induction, nol- m, have a smal

Theorem. For a set A, TFAE:
(1) A is infinite.

(2) AisDedekind infinite.

(3) A< A.

(4) A->- IN.



Proof. (2) =>(I). Tis just Pigeonhole Principle.
(1) =>(3). By Axiom ofChoice HW

(3)) (4). Alreadydone.
(3) =>22). Hilbert hotel.

HW Prove directly (t (2) => (3) withoutAd.

Det. A set A is called countable if A =N or A is
finite.

Prop. For a set A, the following are equivalent:
(A) Ais itbl (=countable).

Res.no Al is needed
Proof(1) =>(2). Trivial.

(2) c) (3). Already done, uses AC.
(2) =>(1). Without loss ofyear, assure A:IN.

Suppose A is infinite at we build

7:N- A recursively as follows:

Lo zEIN and suppose flu --(0, ...,w-13
is



- A
at -

-> I already defined of defie f(n):
=least element

E in AT 3 F(d), f(1), .., f(n+)3.
This is easily a bijection.

Examples. IN x IN

i x=N3
*f.INxN-INI= N2= (n,m) H

INK.
(n+m)(+) +n

*is obl 6 4 2 ⑧ 13 j

↓!I 2
IN =NXIN

21

⑪is all bee IxIN+e> M.
(n,m) 1-

If A is off them so is ASI=A"
AW Pore withoutAC.

Prop (AC). A ctl union of ottl sets is aftl,
i.e. if A is a tel of whose each element

is ofbl, them UA:=VAis also ofbl.
Act

Roof. We use the Naze definition of Ability.



Itto Net A by a subjection, i.e.
A:AninEIN. We know hotfor each n
Ia subjection No An. We use Al
to get a function F:IN - (WAn)'N
n -> Fu, where En is a subjection (N-sAn.
Thus, we can build a subjection

N= NxI -> WAn by (n,m) r Fr(m).

HW Pove At the set ofalgebraic numbers is oftel.
Areal umber is called algebraic if
it is a rootof a polynomial with rational

coefficients, e.g. E is algebraic being a roof
of x2-2. All rational umbers are algebraic
bese yet is a bot of x-4.


